ApexCCTV Announces Free Public CCTV
Training Videos
ApexCCTV has created a large free body of CCTV and Surveillance Training Videos for use by those in the
industry. These videos are available immediately at the company’s home page, and are available to the public
at no charge.
Allen, Texas (PRWEB) October 30, 2009 -- ApexCCTV Has launched a page on its website containing free CCTV and
surveillance related press releases. These videos cover a broad range of topics related to the industry, and are intended to
help ApexCCTV’s customers and partners with various installation, sales, marketing, and product selection tasks.
ApexCCTV’s video tutorials provide real value to anyone in the CCTV or Surveillance industry by covering in depth how to
accomplish some of the more daunting tasks faced by their customers and business partners. These videos can be broken
into several categories:
Product Specific Videos – These videos are specific to individual products in the CCTV industry, and include advanced topics
on installation and configuration of these products. GeoVision and VivoTek products are covered in depth, for example, as
are many others.
General Installation Videos – These videos cover topics that are regularly encountered on job sites. Selected topics include
things like crimping connectors properly, selecting materials, penetrating building surfaces, camera and housing
installation, making proper cable connections, determining video frame rates, proper selection and use of power supplies,
as well as many others.
Networking Videos – These videos handle the trickier networking related topics facing more and more CCTV installers and
business owners as the lines continue to blur between CCTV and information technology. These videos cover the
networking gamut, including basic network configuration, dealing with router’s, IP addressing, DHCP servers, avoiding
conflicts with your customers existing NAT settings, DNS and dynamic DNS configuration, and many other topics. These
topics all address networking best practices and pitfalls to look out for.
ApexCCTV has also made a public commitment to continue producing these videos and making them available to the
industry at no charge whatsoever. There is even a link on the videos page that allows individuals to request a video
tutorial covering a topic of their choice, and many such videos have already been produced.
About ApexCCTV:
ApexCCTV is a distributor and installer of fine security camera systems, surveillance digital video recorder systems, general
surveillance equipment, and all related accessories.
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